
Police Incident Logs July 22 
 
Summary of 15 Incidents  
 
Police generated -1 
Suspicious activity -1 
Abandon call -2 
Sexual assault – 1 
Assault – 5 
Collapse -1 
Bail -1 
Duplicate log -1 
Vehicle damage -1 
Message -2 
 

Incident Logs Information  Log 
Extracts/Information  

Police 

LC-20220704-0135 
Abandon call 
03:22hrs 

Not relevant   Abandoned call from 
manager sean, nothing 
to suggest any crime 

LC-20220706-0137 
Message 
04:23hrs 

Doorstaff report 
possible wanted male. 

 Agreed call with good 
intent, NFA Police 

LC-20220711-0129 
Assault  
03:06hrs 

Walking past Kaos. 11/07/2022 05:17 
hours 11866 11866 - 
(WAD-DIS1) 
was walking past 
KAOS towards 
DICKSON ROAD and 
turned right (towards 
FUNNY GIRLS) when 
the suspect said 
something to him he 
couldn't hear. He 
said WHAT MATE 
and then next 
11/07/2022 05:17 
hours 11866 11866 - 
(WAD-DIS1) 
thing he knows the 
suspect was 
punching him. He 
tried to walk away 
but the suspect 
followed him and hit 
him. He ended up on 
the floor and the 
suspect kicked him 
multiple times. 
11/07/2022 05:17 
hours 11866 11866 - 

Agreed male is local 
homeless male who 
was assaulted by 
unknown offender, no 
evidence on crime 
report to connect to 
Kaos & assault 
occurred on street. 
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(WAD-DIS1) has a 
bruise to his hip, his 
knees hurt and his 
ribs hurt 
11/07/2022 05:17 
hours 11866 11866 - 
(WAD-DIS1) 
His head hurts - he 
kicked him to the 
head.   has a pre-
existing bleed on the 
brain. 
11/07/2022 05:17 
hours 11866 11866 - 
(WAD-DIS1) 
Witnesses can 
corroborate the 
above. 

LC-220712-0206 
Assault  
05:37 

Name calling and 
women fighting. 

Appt next day as 
drunk. 

Vitim attends 
appointment, crime 
report completed how 
ever suspect can’t be 
identified so case 
closed. Says happened 
outside premises and 
although been out 
drinking doesn’t say if 
she was in Kaos 

LC-20220712-1504 
Warning message  

Report of something 
seen on Facebook  

 Agreed not relevant 

LC-20220713-0147 
Vehicle damage 
03:18hrs 

Taxi driver had window 
smashed by known 
offender who works for 
Kaos. 

See incident 
response table, 

Already mentioned in 
review. Ongoing 
investigation. 

LC-20220715-0182 
05:02hrs 

Duplicate log of LC-
20220115-0181 (not 
listed separately on this 
table so not technically 
a duplicate report here, 
however this log adds 
no further evidence 
against Kaos and states 
he is outside Flamingo’s 
therefore this incident 
does not appear 
connected to any 
premises.) 

 Male states everyone 
is fighting, Police 
attend no victim/ 
offences disclosed. 

LC-20220717-1135 
Bail 

Possible wanted male.  Agreed not connected 

LC-20220719-1043 
Collapse  

Female fallen hurt knee  Agreed not connected 



16:55hrs 
LC-20220721-0146 
Assault 
03:14hrs  

Informant says 
misunderstanding  

21/07/2022 20:10 
hours 14011 14011 - 
(WA-CENFAC) 
RECALLED AND 
SPOKE TO , HE SAYS 
IT WAS A 
MISUNDERSTANDING 
AND DRAWN A LINE 
UNDER IT AND 
DOESN'T WANT TO 
TAKE IT ANY 
FURTHER 

Male says he was 
punched inside Kaos 
then got kicked out by 
door staff. Crime 
recorded no further 
action as victim wants 
no further police 
action. 

LC-20220723-0254 
Assault  
05:03hrs 

Group fighting outside 
Kaos 

 2 crime reports for 
assault, however 
cannot be attributed 
to Kaos (1 victim had 
been drinking in Kaos, 
however all occurred 
outside near 
takeaway) Also of note 
parties known to each 
other. 

LC-20220728-0046 
Sexual assault  
00:49hrs 

Refused entry due to 
wearing shorts and 
accused Doorstaff of 
being homophobic  

 Male states staff 
pulled their pants 
down showing their 
bums saying no entry. 
Public order crime 
report submitted, 
perceived hate crime, 
victim can’t be 
contacted after 
multiple attempts so 
no further action. 

LC-20220729-0020 
Abandon call 
00:17hrs 

Not relevant   Upon recontact female 
states she banged her 
eye in the nightclub 
and was now with 
ambulance. 

LC-20220729-1066 
Suspicious activity  
17:14hrs 

Anon call.  Agreed not connected 

LC-20220730-0309 
Police generated  
04:58hrs 

Report disorder but 
cancelled. 

 CCTV report fight but 
can’t be connected to 
Kaos other than 
location. 

 




